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Can you really 
go home?
Adventures in Time and Space.

Some people do zines because they have something to say.  In 
this case it’s quite the opposite; I have something to learn. I have no 
insight into the recent upswing in Mary Jane Culture but the years 
getting to this point are as mind bending as they are nostalgic.

Putting things in perspective now that I’m near enough to 70 to 
poke it with a stick and pot is a product you can buy across the 
counter with less drama than buying a condom when you were 16, I 
think back to growing up in Hollywood during the 60s. There was 
plenty of pot and I don’t remember visiting anyone regardless of 
societal niche who didn’t have a coffee table laden with all the 
accouterment: bong, roach clip, lighter, candles, mystery box, and 
several packs of Zig Zags spread out on a colorful tapestry. All in a 
room surrounded by stereo equipment and blacklight Hendrix 
posters.

You had pot or you didn’t and as Freewheelin’ Franklin said: 
"Dope will get you through times of no money better than money will 
get you through times of no dope" pretty much summing up my slice 
of the 60s. I’m copping to being a geek here by the way; a sci-fi 
fanboy through and through. I’ve never been hip, cool, or with-it, but 
I was there and took notes.

The biggest note by the way, came from the Draft Board and I 
was compelled to sign up or drop the fuck out; neither of which I 
was qualified (or inclined) to do. Yet plagued by familial and societal 
guilt on a whim I hitch-hiked to the Coast Guard draft board. A few 
minutes in they discovered I was completely color blind and thrown 
into the street. “Oh the indignity.” Shaking from the experience I 
went next door to the Navy Office who were willing to take anyone.

On the hitch home I chatted up this hard-boiled sod telling him 
what had transpired. He lit up all glad-handy like, and left me with 
“Good choice son, I was in the Navy twenty years and never had to 
shit in the dirt”. Obviously, things were looking up.

To this day I remain baffled by what voodoo I skated on the draft, 
but I’m sure had I been drafted I would have been dead 10 minutes 
after boarding the bus. They said they’d take furniture before they’d 
take me, and that I could live with. None-the-less I was left with a 
hollow sense of shame and no little guilt.
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     My epiphany came at the World Science Fiction Convention; 1968 at the 
Claremont Hotel: Berkeley, CA. I saw things, smoked things. . . and a trip down 
the hill to the college brought me in contact with everything my mother had 
warned me about!  There was a simultaneous comic convention being held on 
campus and I remember grousing about the insufferable smog in the area as 
my pal Joe Viskocil and I set off in search of the appropriate building. We found 
a door sign screaming “Knock Hard”. A head surreptitiously peeked around the 
door and bid us entré. Stepping inside the fellow oddly replaced a wet towel at 
the foot of the door. Seems earlier in the day “The Man” had quelled a bout of 
student unrest with a cloud of tear gas - hardly smog. I got my first whiff of pot 
and tear-gas on the same day - Homeric.

Otherwise, I worked with Ed “Big Daddy” Roth for a year then managed a movie 
theater on Hollywood Boulevard. Life couldn’t have been better and all the popcorn I could eat. 

Every day I’d park my ’63 Olds Cutlass on Yucca Avenue, walk south on Whitley to the Boulevard and 
hang a left. Here was the Hippy Gauntlet: threadbare guys pleading “Spare Change?” (God knows I 
never had any either), hippy chicks with a baby under one arm and a pile of Free Press under the 
other.  “FreeP!” they cried as pot, sandalwood and Steppenwolf poured from head shop doorways 
along the way. Past Cherokee Books where Burt Blum was hawking comics from his upstairs loft, 
maybe pause at Johnny’s Steakhouse for a $3 Porterhouse.

I called The Holly Cinema home; a small niche movie house playing all the stuff too small to fit the 
palaces down the street: Watermelon Man, The Last Picture Show, Harold and Maude and when 
times where tough: Eroticon.

At night I leaned against the “Loading Only” sign in front of the theater while the sidewalk 
transformed into heaven; filled with smells of popcorn, fried food, and pot. Populated with a parade of 
hippies, hodads, potheads, runaways, Satanists, those 
aging character actors who lived up the street you’ve 
seen a million times but never knew their names; 
strolled about hoping to be recognized. There were 
sharks too, looking to score the unwary teenybopper 
who came to make her fortune in the movies only 
to discover there just wasn’t time to blow that 
many people and trod the well worn pathway to 
the Greyhound and back from whence they 
came. And then there was everyone else 
looking for a quick high. They were dressed in 
leathers with fringe, feathers, diaphanous 
fabrics, tie-dye shirts and decorated Levis. In 
my tux, I was the only one looking out of place.

There were custom cars a’cruisin’, bikers 
a’bikin’, drunks a’stumblin’, Heads a’tokin’, 
Hare Krishna merrily jangling their way from 
Highland to Vine and back till the wee 
hours.

Me and Pal Joey on 
the Roof of the 
Claremont Hotel: 1968
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Those who had beds went home. Those without, sought a crash pad, all-night-movie theater, suitable 
doorway, or hopped the Tony Alamo bus for a promised trip to “Heaven”; but wherever we found 
ourselves, we closed our eyes and tumbled into sleep assured that somewhere “Tina Delgado is Alive 
Alive!”

The spoils of our parent’s privations during WWII, rationing coupons and sacrifice belonged to us and 
we wallowed in new-found hedonism, ignited the spark of unbridled optimism; music, people, art and 
technology making our lives more grand if self-indulgent by the day. it was exhilarating. At least once a 
week I’d walk from “The Cave” to “The Nest”, cross over to “The Golden Cup” and back on the other side 
just to suck it all up - Euphoria. 

     Foolish me, while I thought we were riding high on an eternal pleasure cruise, the 
Hippy Culture was disassembling about us; not by the evil government forces 
everyone feared, but hippiedom’s own unsustainability. The first sign to be ignored 
was each issue of the Free Press included the red stamp: “If you didn’t get this from 
a rack, it’s stolen”. One morning down Hollywood Blvd., in front of the Kosher Pig 
Burrito Shop, stretched from curb to doorway lay a young man. I stepped over and 

gave a quizzical look towards Mañuel peering over his frameless glasses from his 
“Take-Out” window who shrugged his shoulders, motioned his head toward the stiff 

and said “Muerto.” He appeared to have died reaching for the “Breakfast 
Special”. Of what remained to be seen, but was symbolic of all that would 

follow.

     The headshops faded away and everywhere the wanderers called 
home was washed from the streets by the emergence of Disco. The 

transition was inevitable, fatal and not easy. But really, in the end, 
somebody had to make money from something. The pendulum had 
swung in the opposite direction, and you could tell Disco’s success 
merely from the number of “Fuck Disco” t-shirts replacing tie-dye on the 
boulevard. The “Scene”, refined and well-dressed moved west off the 

boulevard, and consigned the dreams, garbage and discarded parking 
tickets to the gutter.

     I moved on; now designing advertising material for several fly-by-night 
movie companies in an attempt to make the unwatchable appear desirable 
for the drive-in theater circuit throughout the South where movie quality had 
never been a bone of contention and residents of motorized passion pits 
were invariably unaware of whatever the hell was on screen anyway.

     Pretty much coinciding with the demise of the Hippy movement, Jack 
Margolis wrote in “A Child’s Garden of Grass”; suspicious of the potential for 
pot to go straight and feared the evil corporate hand to wrest it from the 
smokers and create just another kind of tobacco industry. He ruminated over 
the mundanity of such an event:

“Mexican, Vietnamese or Domestic”?
“Mexican”.
“Flip top, soft pack or bulk?” 
“I’ll take bulk”.

Yes, 
that 

really 
is a 

badge for 
the very 
first

San Diego 
Comic-Con.

It’s said if you were there, you can’t remember it.  
But if you’d love to backhoe the grey cells and tell 
your tales from days gone by, we’d love to hear them. 
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And before you knew it, “Alex in Wonderland” became “Saturday Night Fever”. . . .then the 
eighties happened and coffee table accessories mutated from rolling papers and pipes to mirrors, and 
as Paul Sharits once prophesied: Razor Blades.

. . .and the World Said “Fuck You!”
I dug the eighties. No doubt about it yet had I been wiser, would have seen it was all Bread and 

Circuses propelled by drugs and sex and delivered far too much death by a lethal injection in one 
form or another.

Frequenting studio art departments the devastation was most evident where entire graphic 
departments were emptied of personnel.  Friends gave their lives for a self prescribed concoction of 
sex and drugs. Some younger than myself; my boss from bad needles! These were the people who 
should have been too smart for this. 

I had my own problems, keeping abreast of an increasing workload despite diminishing staff. 
Endless hours propped up by a visiting boss who would “toot” up the eager workers. At first making 
him pretty damn “cool”, but really, just stoking our fires to keep us working.  And then there were the 
Black Beauties dispensed like jelly beans and suddenly the lights went out.

I woke on the 3rd floor nut ward of Northridge Hospital where a guy wearing a stethoscope said 
”Our job is to force you to relax. . .” crap.

A week passed drifting in and out of a looped stupor.  Some guy was allowed a record player and 
assaulted us with Louise Tucker’s “Midnight Blue” that played endlessly. One night a fellow inmate 
and I were set free for a few hours to take in a movie: Metalstorm: The Destruction of Jared-Syn (in 
3D).  Should have stayed in bed.

If I learned anything from the eighties, it was time to go. . . I’d been Peter Pan far too long and 
somehow skated the potential hazards surrounding so many of us. Best to leave while I was ahead.   

Tell US More, Old Timer. . .
With the advent of the Mac computer I wound up doing advertising for a small concern near Palm 

Springs. Once movies were removed from the quotient, it was a remarkably sober world and come 
June 19, 1990, DeDee and I were the first couple married opening day at the Excalibur Hotel/Casino 
in Las Vegas. Who knew it wouldn’t be long before we moved here.

In retrospect, as far as I can throw my little corner of the world, it’s been downhill since the 60s. Or 
maybe I’m just getting old and cranky.

I miss the freedom, the art and music; don’t miss Viet Nam, civil unrest, political assassinations or 
cold war for that matter; it’s always something.

That in a nutshell brings us to the present and here’s where I need help making sense of the New 
Order. After living and working in Vegas 20 years in a rarified environment of continual drug testing 
and running in a younger crowd untainted by “That Damnable Wog Hemp”. I am now retired though 
still a fanboy and yes, still out of touch with reality. Yet I have in effect completely reinstated my Mary 
Jane Virginity. I am older, probably no wiser. . . .yet pure of herb.

Perhaps it’s time to sully the medium.  

 I’m at the age where the drugs I am forced to take to stay alive
are directly proportionate to the amount of drugs

I used to take for fun. – Alan White
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THE NEW WORLD ORDER
     Since I have gone out of my way to convince you I am not the most qualified 
to write any of this, you are expected to take all of it with a very large grain of 
one thing or another.  These are my perceptions coming from an area of being 
completely uninformed. That alone has some value on one level or another. 
Maybe not your level, but somebody’s.

   WARNING: I am still a fanboy, now retired, and haven’t smoked a joint in 
25 years.  I awake to a new world where both daydreams and nightmares of 
the 60s have become reality.

     Here comes my first PotCon, painted with a mighty broad brush I admit, 
but I’m balancing on the high-wire of senility while much of the country is in 
the throes of getting stoned (pardon, “Medicated”).  Finally I’m meeting the 
youth of America halfway on something. Over the horizon like the cavalry 
to the rescue comes the self-driving car. Is that serendipitous or what? 
The pictures running through my brain of boggy old pharts hanging out 
the window screaming at a carload of delinquents too stoned to care to 
“Turn that crap down you bastards!” while hitting the Spaghetti Bowl at 
115mph and not one of them giving a fuck where they’re going causes 
me no end of hilarity.

     I’ve casually followed the conversations, and wishful thinking 
leading up to these august events and found it of great interest 
sprinkled with a fine coating of doubt and a smidgen of WTF! But 
marijuana is garnering a greater foothold in Nevada with every puff; 
but our State’s hesitancy to plunge-in head first must have cost us a 
few points in the “Sin City” Sin-O-Meter.  I was hoping to be first in 
line to openly smoke a joint at the first gay wedding in Vegas but what 
“didn’t” happen in Vegas was happening somewhere else and all 
over the news.

HEMPCON 2

     I hit my first Sci-Fi con in 1963. Smoked pot at a con in ‘68. 46 
years later: I’m at a Pot-Con, and you can’t smoke anything here.

     Never heard a peep about HempCon 1, but always say “There’s 
nothing better than a good number 2” and this time, I’m all in.



I realize they’re broaching the second coming of pot 
as a medical revelation and all, but I was expecting to 
see something. . . .after all the Sanjay Gupta specials, 
newsy bits presenting dewy eyed sickly folk with one 
foot in the grave but for their “medication”. . . . when the 
doors opened (20 minutes late by the way) I expected 
light radiating as if from the fountains of Lourdes yet 
nobody threw down their crutches, and reached skyward 
yelling “Hallelujah”. I know pot is being couched as 
medicine and all; and I’ve no doubt there are any 
number of beneficial properties. I’ve been all over the 
web and found in one form or another it treats 
hangnails to Netter’s Syndrome.

There were in fact, no crutches but some old gals in 
Jazzy seats, but hell, you can find them buying tubs-o’-
butter at Walmart. The Cashman center was full of 
20/30-somethings fit and eager and nary a one looked 
the least tubercular. I envy their entrepreneurial moxie; 
wish I had some. There were no crab-filled beards here, 
tie-dye, Comanche headbands or Zappa posters that I 
could see. Oh wait, there was a guy charging $5 a roll for 

The Diamond Vape Guys Pirate          Candy

California Finest 420 Isodiol CBD Products

The. . .”and cups”

The
Cinedopes

Sweet Leaf Extractors
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a chance at a $1 Tupac poster and I was five 
bucks into that toothless carny huckster before 
I realized he was serious. Damn, do I really 
need to pillage fallen entertainers from another 
generation? Hell, I’m still teary eyed over Hank 
Williams! 

But the big picture showed an efficient, 
commercial event with the personality of an 
Aluminum Siding Convention that would have 
caused any self-respecting hippy to turn into a 
pillar of salt.

If pot can cure anything,
it clearly cures the “Hippy”

out of anyone wanting to make a buck!

Maybe it’s impudent of me to suggest such 
things, but that’s just the dead hippy in me 
dangling from a cobweb of consciousness that 
hasn’t been plucked in years. But just how 
medicinal is an $800 bong anyway? Oh, and 
pass me one of those $20 cookies while you’re 
at it; I feel a twinge coming on.  I realize I could 
get the same benefit from a 2¢ aspirin, but I 
strive for social consciousness, even if I’m not 
conscious when I do it.

I’ll bet these were the same people who 
laughed at $600 toilet seats but right now that 
sounds like a bargain. At least you can sit on it 
without breaking it. 

I laughed at the dealers clearly coaching 
themselves to refer to literally everything as 

“medicine” lest they let an errant “Reefer” 
escape their lips. The overuse of the word 
“medicine” seems hilariously disingenuous, 
considering a few minutes earlier I’ll bet these 
guys were using phrases like “Let’s get fucked 
up after the show!” Oh well, you never know 
who’s listening. . . . 

Everyone here was so well scrubbed for the 
operation of separating these patients from 
their money, but in this case, the anesthesia 
comes after the surgery and not a moment to 
soon. 

I realize, I gotta get the juxtaposition of 
hippies and pot outta my brain. This is a new 
era of businesspersons out to make a killing in 
the medical industry. You know, like the once 
reviled Phizer, Lilly, messieurs Johnson et al.

We’re now in a new generation where we 
can all enjoy our “medicine” even after we’ve 
forgotten what it was for (if anything).

My only peeve, they don’t seem to be 
“selling” it as the product we’ve been schooled 
on television for whom this medicine is 
intended. I can see I have a lot to learn here.

But if we’re really going to call it “medicine” 
I’m not sure I’d be moved by someone a third 
my age with festering lip rings, and jam jar 
earlobes who thinks Fellini is a pasta dish to 
testify cannabis infused salves and 
suppositories for my Lazy Sphincter Syndrome. 
But Hell, I’m game for anything.

I remember Jack Nicholson in “Easy Rider” 
exclaiming “The Man” is at the Window.” Today, 
“The Man” is in the mirror and good for them!

Then Undercover cops showed up and 
busted vendors and “patients” alike.

My rain dance for some spontaneity and a 
nod to the 60s was answered. Any moment I 
thought music would crank up and the cops 
would rip off their “blend-in” duds and bust-a-
move but this was the real deal and worth the 
price of admission. This’ll give them scalawags 
a taste of the good old days by golly.  

Video 1     Video 2      ArticleHere’s a Satanic Libation from the Fallen One
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THERE’S A CARD FOR THAT

So at HempCon 2 the Karma Holistic people were apparently the only onsite Stoner Card biz 
extant. Judging from the line of ailing customers, all of whom younger than myself, I waited till things 
died down then went in for the thrill. A wise purchase? No. Could I afford it? Not at all, particularly 
since I was in no hurry to fire up a doobie after all these years anyway, but if I was destined to “share 
the experience” I would have to pack one of these Med Cards at the very least even if I’m regarded as 
a “Hempish Hodad”. Besides, to paraphrase Freewheelin’ Frank, "A pot card and dope will get you 
through times of no cops better than cops will get you through times of dope but no card." 

The cards seems appropriate for we older, and persnickety smokers with a laundry list of afflictions  
who don’t want to sully our hands with such mundane things as aspirin, or play dark-alley-reefer-
roulette and want the inside minutia of our puffage. You can only get stung on a baggie of oregano so 
many times. I’ll wager youthful smokers care little about such potigree and added taxes as long as 
they have something to roll. Besides, if the youngsters find too many old timers suckin’ up their pot 
they might drop it faster than Facebook and move to something more off the hook that doesn’t come 
under the same purview as the pot card anyway. At my age, whatever I do is for keeps so I do this for 
history and letting similar inquisitive oldsters know what’s in store should they want to get funky.

 So here’s what the Hell happened from this moment on. . .

The interviewing saw-bones was charming if bored; and inquired regarding my existing pain level.
“Bo Derek” I replied, which satisfied the rigorous interrogation. Sure, you can do your own 

paperwork and save some dough for buying product later. But letting other fingers do the walking? If 
you’re lazy, stupid, already into the medication or like pretending you have money to burn, it’s the way 
to go. And thus, hitting three of four I went for it. I signed a few papers destined to be filled and filed 
back on the mothership and that was it.

No matter who does your paperwork, in the end you’re dealing with a bureaucracy and damn if it 
wasn’t over a month to get the “YooHoo” from the Karma office to get my signature notarized. Having 
done so, it was another month getting the “Come on Down” letter from the DMV to actually do 
something; and the something was this:

THE DMV

At least in Vegas, the DMV contains three points of conflict: the Info Line, the Mass of Humanity, 
and the Photo Pit.

For those of us who dream big, it’s clear the best time to visit the DMV is a weekday 15 minutes 
before closing. Once you’re in the door you’re gold and by then, all them suckers who’d been waiting 
since the crack of dawn have left the building beaten and barely able to hit the gas outta the lot. Just a 
few smelly stragglers have been left behind, much like that shitty Nicolas Cage movie.

The Info Line, which can have them stacked into the parking lot like a scene from Ellis Island, had 
maybe twenty hardy souls remaining. With a full command of worker bees forced to continue their 
dreary occupation till the cows come home. It was but an eighteen minute wait and as I approached a 
smiling young lady far more personable for that hour of the day than she needed to be, I said “I’m 
here to get my pot card” and handed her the printed invite. She smiled brightly and said “We’re getting 
a lot of these,” and typed some gibberish into a computer and we were done.

The Mass of Humanity, a social equivalent of the La Brea Tar Pits would be a daunting sight but 
for my listing on the “Handicapped” call-board.  Another 16 minutes and I was presenting the letter to 
another young woman who said sharply “I’ll have to get my Manager.”Oh Crap, I thought, this is the 
sting operation where they’ve found I’ve been running guns to the Ewoks; but no! Another inordinately 
pleasant woman sat and began tickling the ivories. I asked “Have you seen many of these cards?” 

“A lot more than I thought we would,” she said sweetly. I paid $8.25 and directed to the Photo Pit.
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This is the line of drudgery that despite any cheeriness going before, as with life itself, never ends 
well for anyone. Rejoicing in the fact I’ve been on government property less than forty minutes, the 
line for photographing your exhausted mug seems endless. Mainly because it’s undergone while 
standing upright while trying to look cool leaning against the glass windows covered with greasy 
fingerprints and swashes of hair gel where of few greasy noggins have slid and gone. To those now 
outside the building heading for their cars and giving a furtive gaze backward to we desperate figures 
crammed against the glass must be a terrifying sight indeed, like bugs on a windshield.

After handing the MMJ form to the camera guy and receiving several “wink winks” the pic was 
taken and I was outta there.  An hour and twelve minutes, not bad.

It was another three weeks till my card arrived and I was pleased to see at least a large portion of 
my noggin appeared on the card. I was now a state sanctioned pothead.

IT BEGINS

! I felt as if I was packin’ Dillinger’s 38 and armed to begin my first blast from the past.

! Now I haven’t been entirely truthful here. . . I was given a small edible thingie a few days prior - 
chocolate; and looked forward to consuming with no little memories of laughing my ass off then 
tumbling into a gentle slumber and was looking forward to this. I have absolutely no desire getting 
ripped; seeking the third eye of the universe or eating a bucket of cookie dough.  Nope, those days 
are long gone.

! This had been a long time coming, much like banging that cheerleader at my thirty year reunion. So 
I took a bite and spent the better part of the evening with rolling bouts of nausea, and paranoia 
followed by devouring my sofa cushions.  What the hell; t’aint how I remembers it.  I should be on the 
floor laughing my ass off. Clearly I have something to learn if I’m going to make this work.

EUPHORIA

!   It was a long time coming, but Euphoria 
Wellness opened their doors at last 
allowing those of a carded nature to legally 
purchase medical marijuana here in Las 
Vegas. Though losing the cachet of “First” 
in Nevada to Silver State Relief in Sparks 
stilled none of the excitement for potential 
customers.

!   I wanted to be first through the door, but 
sure the local news would be all over this 
like. . . like FEDs on a grow-house and no 
sense hipping neighbors to my intended 
predilections, thus opting for a visit well into 
the afternoon much like visiting the DMV 
only in this case, the moniker stands for 
“Department of Medicated Vegans”.

!   There it was, fresh paint and next door to 
a Japanese restaurant should anyone get 
the munchies which is highly likely. 

Cannabichron crafted by Benjamin Franklin in 1775.
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There it sat, somewhat out of place by the very nature of its security measures:

..............! Automobile Barricades? !  Check!

..............! Multiplicity of Cameras? !  You Bet!
............................! Metal Shutters?!  Natch!

......................! Bullet Proof Glass? !  Yeh Baby!
...........! Structural Reinforcement? !  Let’s see the Toretto Family crack this place!

There were several huskies at the door to keep the riff-raff at bay and being a sizzling summer 
day, handed bottled water to passersby. A nice touch indeed; wellness started at the door.  Here they 
asked for “THE CARD” which I brandished for the first time and they sent me through the doors.

Once inside the vestibule an efficient greeter had me register and offered a seat around the 
perimeter of the room along with a half dozen others. All middle-age guys, none sporting that “Been 
there done that” je ne sais quoi but more an air of nervous expectation as if they were waiting for 
results of a blood test after some shady impulse tryst in a cheap motel. All things considered maybe 
they were expecting the FEDS to come crashing through the walls. I know I thought about it, but if that 
was the plan, they should have done it by now. There was a faint hint of product in the air; a whisper 
of things to come perhaps? Like a movie theater chumming the smell of fresh popcorn into the house 
to whet the appetite?

! I was called to get down to business. Through the second set of doors - all glass; an almost THX 
1138 sterility throughout. Nothing a few Canned Heat posters wouldn’t cure. Haven’t seen so many 
broad smiles and polo shirts since my last e-meter reading. I was shown a transparent case 
containing several clear canisters of product and examined several while the “Wellness Guide” yes, 
“Wellness Guide”, bespoke the virtues of each.  I wanted to start slow and we settled on two grams; 
one of Strawberry Cough and another of Cheese. They name this stuff like race horses. Total: $40. 
Everyone was wonderfully helpful and friendly; cash only and packaging: discreet. This should fix 
whatever ails me for some time or at least gives me time to figure out what ails me.

! On the way out, I passed the heavies just as a ne’er-do-well came in their direction.
! “Can we help you.”
! “I want in.”
! “Gotta card?”
! “No.”
! “Please step back from the door.”

! If television has taught me anything, someone coming late to the game and empty handed needing 
to be told to stand back from the door didn’t work for me and on that exchange I thought best to carry 
on and that was that.  Made it home - and prepared to make up for lost time.

First spilled out some Strawberry Cough, man, that smelled good.  Filled my pipe, fired up and 
took a drag.  Ahhhhhh, I’m comin’ home. . . .  wait a minute; immediately a lump the size of a ping 
pong ball exploded in my throat - Holy Crap, what the hell was this?  I thought I was gonna die, what a 
pussy; that’ll teach me!

Sought wisdom on-line.
On One hand: Not a rare event.
On the Other: Nobody knew what it was,
On yet another, Nobody died so I poured some André Extra Dry down the hatch and pressed on.
Yeh, OK, things were leveling out. . . .  smooth.  Kicked back, relaxed, cranked up something 

shameful on Netflix and let the night take care of itself. Back in the day it might have been Moody 
Blues or Tom Waits.  Now it’s Netflix.      Video 
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     Greetings from the jolly folk at PixelMotel.com (which really is just me and 
the voices in my head telling me to stop what I’m doing and run screaming 
into the street). But “My Vegas High” is about having fun and spreading 

the word about living in the MMJ world of Las Vegas. 
 We are Vegas business friendly and will gladly plug your biz 
and events. Are you in? Drop a note to any of my strident 

voices all of whom answer to Alan@MyVegasHigh.com.
     Want to be a part of it? We need stories, articles, newsy bits, 

nostalgia from the old timers and artwork. If you donate a story or 
article for which I do the artwork you get to keep it!

                       COME VISIT THE THE HOT BOX - KEEP IT CLEAN AND GREEN!   

I GO TO THE GYM
Thoughts of the munchies lead me to discover I’d been packing on the pork in such a fashion, 

bending over had become not a job, but an adventure. Horrifyingly, I’ve allowed myself to careen 40 
pounds into the dark side of the lard, and I’m hyperventilating, just thinking about standing up; thank 
Ghod for channel changers.

For the delusional Peter Pan such as myself, the concept of a day of reckoning for a lifetime of 
total self-indulgence is too much to bear. So here I am, after months of sitting at this machine, and 
getting winded at just thinking about pushing myself away from the computer; a sure-fire cause of 
"Gut Bloat" and certainly, blaring evidence of a good life gone to squalor.  And thus, I'm now on a 
personal crusade to clean up the act (it says here), put a little pep in my step, and either die quickly 
on a treadmill or live to a ripe old age and croak in the sack; both have a certain appeal. So the wife 
and I are off to the gym several days a week and hope for the best. 

Fortunately I found a gym catering to the average Joe and not those hulking, god-like Adonises: 
intimidating to a weak-willed flabatetic such as myself. Thankfully, however, there are Goddesses that 
inhabit this same space-time continuum, with their ponytails and perfect asses, trotting on treadmills 
and assaulting StairMasters for hours on end without breaking a sweat; an impossible feat for myself, 
much like the women themselves; the stuff of daydreams, never to be attained. I’m convinced days of 
rejuvenating past "coolness" is far behind and I must be content to make the best of what time is left. 
"Get real you old, gray, fatty, those gals wouldn't give you the time of day". There was a time, to be 
sure; but that ship has not only sailed, it's been torpedoed, and now rests teetering over the 
continental shelf of my brain pan. 

For a horrifying vision of things to come, I have only to gaze upon my locker room companions. 
Old hairy creatures one and all, and I suspect I am the youngest. These old farts, whose very 
countenance, turns me to stone look like Hobbit/Yoda hybrids in Mother Nature’s final go at 
humiliation. To be honest, there are a few who suggest having been humpy dudes in say, 
mmmmmmm, those pre-Vic Tanny days of yesteryear; muscular, preening on the beach, kicking sand 
at those 98 pound weaklings. Now, Alas, they look like burlap sacks full of coconuts (sigh). 

Dylan Thomas uttered: "Do not go gentle into that good night. Old age should burn and rave at 
close of day." So while I have the capacity to think it and the energy to say it, 

maybe that's good enough for me, but I ain’t goin’ down without a fight.  

Why Oh  Why  My  Vegas  H igh?
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THE BIGGEST TATTOO SHOW ON EARTH!
I grew up in Long Beach, California back when the Nu 

Pike was the coolest amusement park this side of 
Coney Island and would spend my summers in the late 
50s, early 60s wandering the busy fairway, listening to 
the barking carnies and some guy waving a snake over his head.  
There was live country music and inebriated servicemen pouring from the bars 
for a taste of fresh air or to puke their guts out; young women laughed and 
pretended embarrasement as a blast of air blew their skirts in the air; the Diving 
Bell, The Ossified Man, and Elmer McCurdy’s corpse found hangin’ in the funhouse.

But I also enjoyed frequenting Bert Grimm’s and Lee Roy’s Tattoo 
parlors on the far end of the boardwalk where the mind would spin from all 
the  framed artwork covering every inch of wallspace. I remember the hula 
girls, bulldogs, ribbons screaming “Death Before Dishonor”, scorpions 
and skulls, lots of skulls. And I would follow the buzz of the machines to 
some fella with hoisted appendage and some garrish momento being 
drilled into his flesh.

Someone asked, “Does it hurt?”
He unclenched his jaws just long enough to grunt “Nah!”

 September 18-20 The Las Vegas Convention Center hosted 
what could arguably be called The Biggest Tattoo Show on Earth 
smack dab where HempFest would congeal in just two weeks. But 
for now, the room was alive with a buzz as if under attack by killer 
bees. The myriad of booths bristled with art, and eager followers-
of-the-ink added to their tapestries by one of their favorite artists. 
The VegasHigh entourage plowed through the crowds oohing 
and awing over the art, bangles, beads and exposed flesh. 

The show was running concurrently with the Mr. Olympia 
feast of flesh next door and from those doors poured hundreds 
of extravagantly shaped humans. It was as if finding oneself in 
a vortex between the painted and the pumped. 

One thing they both have in common: time will have the 
last laugh on all that expense and hard work. But for this 
fleeting second, they look great.    Video 1  Video 2
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         After the parking debacle and three block walk at the Tattoo show two 
weeks earlier, the VegasHigh entourage played it safe easily parking in the 

SLS lot two miles away and taking the Vegas Monorail dumping you 
directly in front of the Vegas Convention Center; and locals ride for a 

buck! We zipped quickly over the traffic and when the doors slid 
open at the Convention Center I couldn’t help think I’ll bet 

these cars will smell a lot different on the way back!

     We were definitely stoked. Depending what you read 
at any given moment, Hempfest was a Carnival,  an 
Educational and/or Marijuana Festival with an “After 
Party” at the Hustler Club for the high rollers among us of 

which there were none.  We expected the parking areas to 
be jammed with vehicles but this time the lot was literally empty 

with neither patient nor vendor to be found anywhere. Empty you say?
     No crowds, no flags, signs; nuthin”.  Crossing the parking lot we spoke to a 

security guy propped against the building who was sure “That Hemp Thing” 
was in that direction and off we went until reaching the far end of the 
convention complex and entered the building to get out of the Vegas heat.  Not 

a sound, sign, again, nuthin’ except. . .could it be?  Yes!  A faint hint of 
“medicine” wafting through the building; we were out of the heat, but 
getting warmer. Up the escalator we found the seminar floor with booths 
and tables in one stage of assemblage or another and a few folks milling 
about. It appears we had inadvertently come in through the back door, 
something Jim Morrison seemed very positive about, and everyone was 
pleasant, eager to bestow information and warmly invited inspection of 
their goods from publications and novels, hemp based products, various 
social rallying platforms and historical hemp artifacts.

! After we had explored it all, and made our mark when one of our party 
stuck their elbow into Keith Stroup’s cake, down another escalator and we 
were in the carnival area but were allowed no further without wristbands, 
so sayeth Security.  After a half block walk we found what might stand for 
an entrance. There were no signs, but a car pulled up and several scantily 
clad young ladies disembarked among a cloud of smoke, flurry of titters 
and ribbons and dashed into the property. This must be the way in and 
sure enough, there was a ticket booth with maybe a dozen eager revelers.
! My turn at the ticket window found this conversation. 
! “Oh, and my wristband please. . . ”
! “There are no wristbands.”
! “But security said. . . .”
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! “I know.”
! “Oh. . . never mind.”

! No wristbands, goodie bags, and dang no programs either. 
Another consternation;  why would they plant the vendors at the 
farthest corner of the property, away from any shade, water, 
restrooms or sitting area is beyond me. It was almost noon and 
the temp was heading towards 90°. Another event all about 
the “medicine” but not about those who use it.

Overheard vendor to Employee: “Hey, you’re two hours 
late!” Yeh, we came to the right place.

There were sand sculptures and several roaming gangs of 
jolly cosplayers; 35 bands promised between two stages scheduled 
throughout the day. But damn, it was too hot to stand there and listen.



This place will be hopping come evening I’ll bet, but right now we were getting our biscuits baked.

 Early in the day is always the best time for strolling the vendors while they still have their voices. 
Friends were made, pics were taken, purchases got purched, my pasty flesh got burned the hell up 
and all too soon the bunch of us had shriveled into raisins and retreated back to the seminar building 
where a panel on Healthcare and Cannabis had just begun. An interstate amalgam of four smarty 
pants women presented their cases for the use of cannabis in contemporary medicine which was 
indeed our highlight of HempFest.  The quartet consisted of:

Heather Manus RN (AZ/NM/CA)  •  Julie Monteiro RN “Ask Nurse Juhlzie” (NV)
Marcie Cooper RN (CO)  •   Lisa Buchanan RN (WA)

The following panel was on growing cannabis. Who could imagine someone named “Kushman” 
would be a no-show for his own panel?

Bumped into the fine folks from Mellow Out Productions thumping the tub for their 70 page, full 
color opus: “You Might Be a Pothead if. . .”. While their website is in the works, stop by their 
Facebook page and say “HI”; HERE.

Later we all needed a trip to the restroom but were stopped by security 
forbidding access. 

“But I could pee on the restroom door from here.”
“If you pass here you’ll have to purchase another ticket to get back into 

the event.”

So here we paused and considered the need to walk 10 feet to the 
restroom and blow off HempFest altogether or return over the skybridge 
to use the restroom in the carnival area across the street.  We opted for 
immediate relief and that was the end of HempFest.  

Video 1    Video 2    Video 3

Heather Manus, RN signs inaugural issue of “Cannabis Nurses Magazine”
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PUBLICATIONS FOUND AT HEMPFEST

1.! VEGAS CANNABIS 
! Local indispensable treasure trove of information for the aficionado.  Articles, interviews, local 
resources and events, recipes and inside dope on entrepreneurs. The one-stop zine for improving 
your Vegas lifestyle. Page Count: 60; When: Monthly; Found: Your favorite haunts (Subscription 
Available); Highlight: Bud Centerfold; Price: FREE. Website: HERE.

2.! ELEVATE NEVADA
! Upscale zine putting a face on affliction. Heavy into healing and wellbeing.  Page Count: 36; 
When: Irregular; Found: Outlets available on website though I get mine at Smith’s market.   
Highlight: Probably safe to leave on your coffee table when “They” come to visit. Price: FREE; 
Subscription available. Website: HERE.

3.! CANNABIS NURSES MAGAZINE
! Pippi Longstocking Tribute issue; medical info, pain management and 

lifestyle discussion. Page Count: 40; When: Irregular; Found: List 
of outlets available on website. Subscription available.  

Highlight: Clog trends 2015.
Price: FREE;  Site: HERE.

4.   FREEDOM LEAF
Digest size zine that actually has the word “Marijuana” 
on the cover. Heavy into political and financial aspects 
of “Marijuana Reform”. Page Count: 82; When: 
Monthly; Found: Events, On-line. Highlight: Bernie 
Sanders. Price: FREE. Website: HERE.!

People we chatted with at Hempfest:
  DaVinci Vaporizer  •  Parents4Pot  •  MedicalCannalyst

CBD2.ME  •  Cannabis Club TV  •  PacaBowl 
We Can 702   •  SN Watchdog  •  Cannabis Ammericana 

Kynd Clothing  •  The Grower Circle  •  Da Vinci Vaporizer
End Cannabis Prohibition   •  American Cannabis Nurses
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STARLIGHT
    

     We were bummed out, burned out, dried up 
and decided a drive to Mt. Charleston was in order 
where we rejoiced in the twenty degree difference 
in temperature at the new visitor’s center and were 
fortuitous in the astronomy club’s “bring your own 
damn telescope night”. There were sixty or so 
intergalactic fans with their machines trained on 
various parts of Starfleet Territory! We were guests 
of Rani Bush who had her machine planted on that 
single-lady Saturn. What a sight.
     There were scopes of all shapes and sizes and 
a steady parade of interested folks peering 

through each.  Flimsy people that we are, the temperature was soon hurtling pell mell into the low 
sixties and with that, we beat a retreat back to the Pixel Palace where the only thing hot would be a 
pizza and the only thing cold would be a beer.  

Brenda, Rani and DeDee putting a ring on Saturn.

CUSTOM ART for LOGOS  •  FLYERS
POSTERS  •  POSTCARDS  •  PACKAGING 

EVENT PHOTOGRAPHY
Alan@MyVegasHigh.com

MAKE YOURSELF SICK!
Here’s a deal even the undead can’t pass up! Read 
my absolutely socially unredeeming zombie novel 
THE ZOMBIE EFFECT available for FREE online 
HERE!  Almost three hundred pages of off-putting 
drivel but some dam cool full color illos! Guaranteed 
to gag a maggot! Just don’t puke on your iPad, 
Daddy-O.

P U T  D O W N  T H O S E  T W I N K I E S !
WE WANT YOU TO GIVE US FREE STUFF!

If you don’t enjoy this issue, remember it’s the 
“Medicine” talking. If you liked this issue, it’s the “Pot” 

talking. In either case, to do it again we need your help  
with local Event Reports and Info, Funny Bits,

Nostalgia, Product Reviews, Stories, and Artwork.
Keep it Clean - Keep it Green!

AT LEAST GET ON OUR E-MAILING LIST BY 
CLICKING ME.

http://www.pixelmotel.com
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TAKE ME TO THE WATER

One of the more zombie proof structures 
on W. Charleston Blvd. is home to AAA Indoor 
Garden Center floating on an island of asphalt with 
the most improbable address of “2” beating the boys on 
Downing Street by a solid “8”. But Saturday, October 10 
was a day of hydroponic frivolity celebrating a Grand Re-
Opening; flinging wide their doors amid music, cupcakes 
and enough stock of all things “hydro” to back their claim of 
“SuperCenter”. There are those who might ask “Re-opening 
from what? But that’s anybody’s guess. Oh, and lest we 
forget the incredible Wonderhussy with buds in full bloom, in person.

The VegasHigh entourage eased down each and every aisle, making the 
mandatory stop at the cupcakes, but to the most naive eye, within these walls 
appeared any and all equipment, supplies and those with the 
professional knowhow to propel your gardening 
into the next dimension.

I really wanted to see the band “Shallow Like 
Me” but they were late and we had other fish to fry 
so screw’m. But here’s some vids:

Video 1    Video 2    Video 3
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The aroma was, if I may say “Heavenly” issuing from an odd structure 
in the middle of nowhere or close to it anyway.  That which the passing 
Muggle might mistake for “The Institute of Contemporary Bacon 
Technology” but they’d be only partially right. That which has been called 
“The Compound”, “The Fortress”, “The Slammer”, “That place over there”,  
and the former home of Penn Jillette; larger and more talkative chunk of 
penultimate prestidigitators Penn and Teller now in transition into the 
United Church of Bacon or the Nevatican for short!

But just what you might ask is the C of B anyhoo?  And that humble 
undertaking can be defined as an International Community Center for 
Skeptics and Atheists with efforts to be supported HERE.

Something to Believe In. . .

Their mission sounds simple enough:!

•  We oppose supernatural claims. We are skeptics and atheists. In our 
   religion, we doubt religion.

•  We fight discrimination. Atheists are not inferior and should not be     
hated and marginalized.

•  We raise money for charity

• We perform legal weddings, always for free. How joyful!

• We expose religious privileges as silly by claiming the same  
  rights for Bacon.

•  We praise Bacon! If you don’t like pigs, praise Vegetarian 
Bacon or Turkey Bacon.

Since 2010, this hungry congregation has 
already amassed over 12000 members

The party ran from noon to 4:30 and by the time I 
walked through the pearly gates at half past noon, the 
place was already packed to the rafters with hungry 

skeptics who new at least one thing to be true: 
there really is such thing as a free lunch! I was 

handed a program at the door (see that, all you 
events with “HEMP” in the title. . .?).

TURNING PENN JILLETTE’S OLD DIGS INTO THE WORD’S 
LARGEST SKEPTIC & ATHEIST COMMUNITY CENTER!

MATT & MATTINGLY

NEGATIVE NANCYS
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I.! Be Skeptical
II. Respect Boundaries
III.! Normalize Atheists
IV. Normalize Religion
V. Have Fun

BACON COMMANDMENTS
VI. Be Good
VII. Be Generous
VIII. Praise Bacon!
IX. Protest Bias in the Law

And it came to pass a great multitude of people came unto the 
Slammer and were festooned with bacon in the most liberal fashion 
and it was good. Sprinkled among the mounds of bacon hid bits of 
chicken, sacred increments of mac and cheese, the most profound of 
vegetables, sausages and numerous things undetermined.  

And the people that fell upon this feast were many and varied in 
predilection. There was a singularity of kilt as well as a marginal punk-
of-steam, and a multiplicity of hipsters in attendance with their bow 
ties meticulous and well fed beards and delicately perched hats. 
There were men in tights, men in dresses, women in bikinis, women in 
minis, pepperoni jammies, and women sharing their donuts with the 
masses, hosannah!

And there was also lovely people to chat with like Darlene Mea 
from Hemp Nation Magazine, and Jackie Monahan from Cineholics. 

Then there came a time of mayhem and music that fell upon the 
throng and they did rejoice to the antics of Matt & Mattingly, the music 
stylings of Chantay BenShimon, The Negative Nancys, and Penn 
Jillette’s No God Band! And thus the day, the crowd and mountains of 
food did dwindle.

Putting my own nerdy stamp on the day, I bid farewell to Brenda 
with a hug that knocked her specs from her noggin directly into the 
koi/turtle pond, right next to the sign reading something about “Don’t 
Bug the Turtles!” Held by the hips she was dunked like a donut 
deeper and deeper as inquisitive amphibians swam menacingly 
closer and closer until she 
snagged the treasure from the 
very jaws of turtle death!

Should it have been 
called Penn’s Piranha Pit, 
the outcome may have 
been horribly different.  

 JOHN WHITESIDE

 ASHLEY GRIGSBY
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Half Moon 
Desert
Secrets
a true story of spiritual awakening
By Rose Anne Privateer

Members of the tribe gathered for the journey into the 
arid wasteland; setting for the medicine-learning which was 
part in a series of quests for knowledge that the Native 
Americans felt necessary for training warriors. In order to 
become a warrior one had to face an opponent: DEATH 
and this would make living a test in total awareness.

! Coming from a position of daily routine, survival in a 
world of clinical judgments, any work as a healer in the 
medical mom where almost be defined in terms of 
provable truths. I doubted the pretext of the excursion and 
wished to perceive it as a jaunt into the open spaces. A 
time to frolic among these interesting historical people.  
The worst that could happen? I could get snake bit, lost in 
the arid hills or decide to withdraw from the adventure 
entirely and stay in the cozy cabin.

We neophytes, perhaps 15 or so from the same work-
a-day backgrounds; weary of the mundane and certainly 
new to the ritual rites of the “old ways”. There were several 
members of the clan who would act as pack leaders; 
apprentices having been trained in various ceremonies 
each of them a test in the ”Gathering of Power”.

Natural laws were based primarily on the directions and 
knowledge residing within earth itself governed by the four 
corners of the compass and work together to nurture our 



Mother Planet. It is fear of Mother earth that we have set out to conquer by first honoring the 
secrets of the land and foremost every rock, plant, and animal. They each contained the guarded 
knowledge stored within the earth and each a story that would lead us to our allies.

With these we must develop a relationship. To become truly aware and put down their 
defenses. Medicinal Plants were the vehicles of transport to not merely viewing but seeing with 
the eyes of the Great Spirit.

The transitional cactus had been ground to a fine, dull green powder and mixed with fruit juice 
to mask it’s profoundly bitter taste. A bonfire glowed and sent sparks the royal blue night sky and 
just above the horizon a half moon struggled to be seen. We passed around the mug of the green 
concoction while holding our noses from the pungent taste  while soft drum beats filled the air; 
pah-pum, pah-pum, pum-pum. The flames crackled and licked the sky in harmony.

I watched my comrades closely for their reactions or strange behaviors. I left the sacred circle 
gingerly responding too an urge to vomit and was presently joined by other green compatriots 
heeding the same call. I emptied myself of a candy bar and some chips that have been violating 
my inner space and  then overcome by an inner calm and the lightness that would soon liberate 
the body for the ordeal to come.

We broke into packs our Indian guides chose carefully. Queries broke the 
cool night air “Where are we going?” “What will we do?” “You mean we’re 
just going to go out there like this?”

“Trust that you will learn what you need.” Said the guide. “And remember 
that the earth can never hurt you only the demons within yourself”.

But for our guide, all eyes were fixed on every snake-burrow, every branch and rock 
scanning for places where we would trip and surely be sucked into a helpless human 
state.  There could have been deadly animals waiting to bite into these unwary 
intruders, but wisely our guide ordered us to look shouting “Over there we will stop  
and listen where the light is… SEE?”  And here we saw a large rock resting in a 
clearing glowing a strange pink light.  As we formed a circle our faces glowed and 
contorted like masks as the light carved shadows into the cheeks and hollow 
spaces

We noticed a throbbing in the rock’s surface beckoning us to go deeper with our eyes 
won by One we were called to touch the rock we’ve found that our fingers made contact the 
substance gateway. The mass parted and engulfed the hand. There was no surface!  It was as if 
the rock had surrendered leading us into its belly and at one point I found my armpit flush to the 
rocks surface, my nose inches from the pink surrounding light. A concerned friend fearing I would 
be swallowed whole pulled me upright.

We then sat aghast cross-legged brushing one another’s 
knees for security; retreating to the circle for rest. Our guides 
said a prayer-song and noticed our eyes were fixed 
downward.

“Hey you guys you are missing something”. She came 
around to each one an tilted 
our heads toward the sky.

Alan White



“Be aware!” taking place was a show of giant stars darting rhythmically, bouncing in front of 
the lace-like Milky Way. Green, pink, yellow swirling patterns of light balls of such gleaming 
intensity we howled like coyotes. The hills behind us offered echoes to affirm the phenomena, 
and we pointed to each other for a assurance that we had all seen the same thing.

The events that followed were deeply personal. We as yet have our demons to encounter. 
Growls of despair, weeping and laughing could be heard sporadically as we found once 
inanimate, now quite animated objects to focus on. All the desert floor could be seen in the soft 
moonlit expense and our feet became wings. We flew over the no longer treacherous terrain as a 
moment of extreme freedom I suddenly became aware of being very alone. There was no one to 
protect me and I felt the cold shadow of death breathing on my shoulder. I was gripped with fear 
standing with one foot under a rock and the other perched on an old log unsteady and trembling I 
felt forever glued to this insecure place exposed to the elements paralyzed into the infinite.

Misery and self-loathing followed. I felt disgusted by my fear. Footsteps found their way to my 
side and I was with the guide. I yelled at her and pleaded with her to take me away. “it’s you who 
brought me here and I can’t move”. She calmly took my hand and pointing to a depressed in in 
the roadside: “Go there, dig a hole and bury your fear, say what you must and cover it with dirt.” I 
did so and as I dug my nails filled with dirt; my nose ran profusely and my eyes appeared to be 
dripping a combination of spittle and blood. Angry shouts hard for me and I felt tortured. The hole 
was elbow deep and the earth was cool and steady. I braced myself with aching hands clenching 
firmly to each side of the hole and gazing deep within. The fluids I had poured into it has been 
quickly consumed and my breath became steadier, slower, until my chest was no longer heaving. 
Like an animal I covered the whole. As I stood the guide came to me; she had been watching.

Several people came, paused, laughing and ready to romp. They seem to have all been 
through some personal events and we’re now ready to rejoin the pack.

In the distance a clump of trees appeared tall and ominous. Sounds of lions roaring emerge 
from the shadows. A chorus of wild hungry bellows echoed through the night. Louder and louder.

! “Do you hear this?” shouted one member. “Hush or they will know you are here. You don’t 
want to disturb them our leader retorted. We must return to the bonfire, dawn is coming and we 
must sing together and rest.”

We headed back, where the light was washing the east with pink. Our steps were light and 
sure-footed. There were no enemies shadows or demons we did not recognize; they had all 
become exposed. We were a hundred yards from the roadside where I dug the hole. My guide 
pointed to the spot and noted for the ground that a soft glow was shining in that place.

“Oh,” she said. “You see that spot over there? Some poor soul died and was buried there. It is 
sacred now and shall be shining for many many moons.” 



By Piper B. Token

       As a teen, I never really believed in the mystical, magical, or medicinal 
power of pot.  Nearly everyone I knew bought “lids”, nickel and dime bags, 
and, for the financially endowed, whole ounces.  Some friends and 

acquaintances achieved dealer status, with scales and shirt boxes full of 
buds, stems, and seeds.  
     They rolled joints expertly with varying levels of saliva sealant.  Bong water 
sifted smoke into lungs, while the suckers of said smoke appeared as bubbling 
saxophone players with droopy eyes and an inability to focus on anything but the  
the next hit, the next Bic light, held expertly at an angle where flame wouldn’t 

touch skin (bummer, man).  A coughing fit ensued.
     It was all in their head, I thought, that mellow high.  They felt what they 

thought they were supposed to feel.  Buzzed by rumour, anecdote and, 
thought.
       I smirked at their seeming naiveté, literally smoking money and 

through the power of suggestion, thinking that they got some kind of buzz; 
believing that they got the munchies, sure that they were stoned, mellow, 
zoned out, blitzed or any number of spacey adjectives.
     Sheep, I thought.   Zig Zag rollin’, doobie burnin’, pipe-smokin’, bong 
suckin’ sheep.  A built-in reason to be lazy, forgetful, hungry, and “high.”
     Then, I smoked a joint with a friend, absent-mindedly, while carrying on a 

conversation that slowly became humorous, even though the subject matter was 
neutral at best.  Every sentence became a punch line, and every pause, a 

snicker.  Was this the pot I didn’t believe in?  The ganja god had 
snuck up on me with his THC wand of potency.  I became a 
believer, but not a worshipper.
     Okay, so you CAN get silly.  You can get squinty, maybe even 

hungry (although this first encounter ended in a raucous food fight 
instead of a face-stuff.  I remember chocolate cake and 
orange peels cascading through the air in graceless arcs and 
absurd trajectories.  The whole thing was hilarious.

     With an enhanced appreciation of the plant product and an 
endless supply from various sources, you’d think that I’d get 
sucked like a bong into buying and burning on a regular basis.  

After all, I hung around friends who seemed to be on an ever-
present quest for it.  They became experts at rollin’ their own 
tapered joints, a skill I could never even attempt or 
comprehend, especially licking the entire end product for a 
finale.

I’d witnessed a pregnant girlfriend trying to roll a joint 
when she suddenly lurched in her seat.  It seems she 
was trying to load the paper with a real live roach and it 

was having none of it.  It shared the name, but not the 
inclination, you see, to go up in smoke.  I was fascinated.  Was 
she really so stoned that an actual insect approximated a 

sinsemilla bud?  I admired her perseverance in trying to get the 
wandering “grass” to stay in its paper cocoon.

   



Contact highs were common, but only made me sleepy and slow, with the sensation that my eyes 
were being pulled down at the outer corners.  I could not summon wit.  I could not encounter mirrors.  
I ate to dilute the effect, not because I craved food.

An acquaintance had gotten so bong-high that he crammed whole White Castle sliders into his 
mouth while simultaneously stuffing fries into both cheeks, and all this while slowly sliding down the 
front door he just closed, fast food bag still in hand.  Another time found him on a mad dash to the 
grocery store after a pot binge to buy (of all things) artichoke hearts, something he’d never eaten 
before or since.  This he did with the urgency of someone trying to stave off the D.T.s by swilling down 
rubbing alcohol.

Then there were people who seemed to eat because they were supposed to have the munchies, 
whether they really did or not.  They simply wanted to have the whole experience in my opinion, even 
if it DID include embarrassing bouts of consuming mass quantities or an excuse to choke down 
greasy aorta-clogging grub.

I was exhorted and cajoled throughout the early 80’s to inhale burning ganja smoke through joint, 
bong, and pipe, sometimes assisted by a shotgun blast.  It amazes me that there are people who 
wouldn’t hesitate to put a lit joint through their lips, hold the blazing ember inside their mouth while 
simultaneously blowing out so others might literally be (get) blasted by thick, THC-filled smoke.  That 
was the only way to shotgun that I knew of and I never did the “suck through hand tunnel” method.  
Nope.  Just straight through a backward-facing joint.  (Oh wow, man).

Still, I can rightly be considered a pot dork.  Ask me to roll a joint and what you’ll get back is a 
wrinkled tube of loosely packed weed, haphazardly sealed, with a crunchy feel and an inability to stay 

lit.  Don’t let me near one of those rolling machines, either, or a great deal of 
your expensive stash will have to be vacuumed up with a pantyhose-

covered nozzle to retrieve it.  Yes, I’m a pot dork – can’t roll it, can’t 
smoke it.  Well, I CAN, but paranoia will destroy ya, they say.
     The years rolled by with an ever present stream of pot smokers 
either blowing through my life, or becoming a part of it.  All the while, I 
resisted temptation, which makes me sound like Wanda Willpower 
when I am really just a control freak.  I could not relax on a hammock 

of weed smoke – ever.  The very sensation that others 
craved was terrifying for me to experience.  That numbness, 

that floating, only meant that I couldn’t feel my head and 
was about to die.  Was everyone looking at me?  And 
please, whatever you do, don’t ask me a question!

     So it was extra perplexing when, after inhaling what 
seemed like a cigar box full of potent herb, a group of 
friends suddenly started polling everyone in the room 
about foods that they hated. I had tried to keep up with 
life-long smokers as a new recruit to an invitation-only 
group by sharing pipe after loaded pipe in a kind of 
sweat lodge-type gathering.  I had something to 
prove, but that something turned out to be that I was 
a lightweight when it came to cannabis consumption.
     It takes muscle coordination to speak.  You have to 
know how to control your tongue.  How can you 

manage that when you can’t feel your head?  When 
you’re unsure if your tongue is moving, let alone 
obeying your brain’s order to speak?  Are you capable 
of issuing orders?  Are you drooling?  Is this a trick?
So I’m sitting in the living room of the host of a bi-

monthly gathering of people that I have known for only a 



few months.  I have sucked in way too much pipe smoke and have entered a numb zone where I 
question the validity of every sight, sound and thought.  

I try to look around without moving the head that I cannot feel.  I wonder what my face looks like.  I 
wonder if others can hear my idiotic thoughts and ramblings.  I wonder if it would be rude and drop 
dead in front of my new friends, who would, no doubt, rifle through my purse before calling an 
ambulance.  I am paranoid, cubed.  There are great big fingers pointing at me from every angle.  I 
look brainless and shifty at the same time.  The voice inside my head threatens to burst forth, held in 
only by the weak dam of willpower.

And then it happens.  The worst thing in the world.  The insurmountable problem that harshes 
every mellow man.  The paranoia has now taken the shape of a cackling gargoyle as someone asks 
me…a direct question!  Are they mad?  I’m not capable of speech.  I can’t feel my head!

It comes at me, nevertheless, words that I can almost see.  Someone is trying to ask me 
something.  Will I understand the question?  Will I know how to operate my mouth?  Will I sound like I 
am buzzed, spewing nonsense with a glazed expression?  The word-spear is hurled at my face.

“What food do you absolutely hate?”
Apparently a consensus was being taken around the living room, a terrifying type of spelling-bee 

lineup in which everyone took turns naming a ghastly bite, very anti-munchie if you ask me, man.
I forced thoughts through my brain convolutions.  They were part of the head I couldn’t feel.  How 

could I trust them? Still, the tiny idea fairy blessed me with the perfect answer.
“Liver!” I shouted triumphantly.  “I hate liver!” 
I relaxed as much as a headless person could.  Liver was universally despised.  Good answer!  

Except that the universe chose to fill that particular living room with liver lovers, waxing poetic over 
the huge blood clot that (to me) tasted like iron offal.  Everyone shared a favorite recipe for liver: 
breaded, soaked in milk, sautéed, chicken-fried, even baked.  As if I weren’t already baffled enough.

Then there were the stoners that were meant to be f*cked with.  Their inability to focus demanded 
it.  A pot fancier who crashed at a friend’s house for months would stealth-munch her food in the early 
morning hours and always deny it until he met a shaving cream pie in the refrigerator at 3:00 a.m.

It ain’t easy smokin’ green, at least not for me.  But it was funny, scary, and entertaining.
Pot, for me, was a long, strange trip indeed.  Although I no longer inhale madly – never really did –

you may stand around me and exhale to your heart’s content.  It never hurts to keep in contact.  

       Puffing Game
As our country plunges into the darkness of our political season, here is a game

to bring the next Presidential Debate into perspective.

Every time someone says the word “Medicine” take a toke.

Every time someone says the word “Patient”, yell “Who Me?”

If someone says “Obamacare” take a toke from someone else’s pipe.

Every time someone says “California”
Take a drink of water .

Every time a candidate refers to a competitor as a “Friend”
take a lungful and blow a huge cloud up everyone’s ass.

B ig  A l ’s










